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INTRODUCTION
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Respect to Prevent is an educational and training programme aimed at preventing
elder abuse through raising awareness amongst older people of their human rights,
empowering them to exercise their rights and challenging ageist attitudes through
building empathy amongst health and social care professionals. The Training
Handbook is one of a number of resources developed by the Socio-drama, Tackling
Ageism, Preventing Abuse (S.T.Age) project funded by Erasmus + and involving
organisations from Finland, Ireland, Italy and Romania.

1.1 THE OBJECTIVES OF THE RESPECT
TO PREVENT PROGRAMME ARE:

To deliver an educational programme that provides new learning opportunities in
the field of human rights and empathy to prevent abuse.
To empower older adults through raising awareness of human rights and exploring
ways to safeguard well-being.
To increase generational intelligence, the capacity ‘to walk in the older person’s
shoes’ and reflect on self-care.
To deliver this programme through the creation of experiential workshops using
socio-drama and acting techniques to inform and engage participants.
To provide nursing homes, residential and day care centres with an opportunity
to enhance older adults’ human rights and to develop and amend their elder abuse
policy to reflect the learning from the programme.

1.2 WHAT IS IN THE RESPECT TO

PREVENT TRAINING HANDBOOK?

The Training Handbook can be used to plan and conduct an educational programme
on elder abuse prevention. In tandem with the S.T.Age E-Book: Elder Abuse Context
Respect to Prevent Training Handbook

and Theory: Finland, Ireland, Italy and Romania, the Training Handbook is designed to equip facilitators
with all the necessary information, skills and materials to guide the delivery of the Respect to Prevent
programme in care settings.
The Respect to Prevent programme is aimed at older people, vulnerable adults, health and social care
professionals and care providers.

the respect to prevent programme comprises of four sessions:
SESSION ONE: ‘TELL ME ABOUT THE RESPECT TO PREVENT PROGRAMME’
An information session for managers/ persons in charge of nursing homes, residential and day care
centres aimed providing information on the Respect to Prevent programme and gaining a commitment
from management to engage in the programme. This session will also provide an opportunity for the
coordinator to learn about the care setting (the residents and staff).

SESSION TWO: Transformative (Empowerment) Workshop for older adults. An experiential
workshop using socio-drama to inform and engage older adults in activating their human rights.

SESSION THREE: Transformative (Empathy) Workshop for care staff. An experiential workshop
using socio-drama to inform and engage formal care staff in exploring reflective techniques around
empathy

SESSION FOUR ‘Let’s Act – putting Learning into Practice’.
The coordinating organisation and/or the facilitator meet with management of the facility to share the
learning from the two Transformative Workshops and explore changes that can be made to enhance
residents/ clients human rights and/or support the development of an elder abuse policy.

concepts important to understand for the workshop:
WHAT ARE HUMAN RIGHTS?
Rights are things every person should have or be able to do. All people have the same rights, regardless of
age. People have the right to
be treated with dignity, respect and humanity
exercise personal self-determination include make their own decisions
freedom of movement,
live in a safe environment
privacy
adequate food, clothing and shelter
STAGE Project
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participate fully in the social and cultural life of the community
to exercise freedom of thought and religion
freedom from discrimination of all kinds
See examples Yukon Health and Social Service Human Rights Abuse of Older People Information Leaflet
http://www.hss.gov.yk.ca/pdf/abuse_humanrights.pdf
South Australian Charter of the Rights and Freedoms of Older People
http://www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/2e5d0e004459d5af88d9aa76d172935c/
Strategy+to+Safeguard+the+Rights+of+Older+South+Australians+WEB+FINAL.
pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CACHEID=2e5d0e004459d5af88d9aa76d172935c

what is generational intelligence?
Generational intelligence relates to the ability to reflect and act in a way that draws on your own
understandings of life but also the understandings of those from another generation.
To become generational aware or intelligent, one must become aware of one’s personal generational identity,
building empathy towards persons from other generations by understanding their values and needs, and also
acting in a way that takes into account generational differences.
Biggs, S. & Lowenstein, A., (2011) GenerationalIntelligence – A Critical Approach to Age Relations. New
York: Routledge
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TELL ME ABOUT THE RESPECT TO
PREVENT PROGRAMME
Participants: Nursing Home, Residential and Day Care Management
Facilitators: A facilitator or a representative from the organisation promoting and
coordinating the Respect to Prevent Programme will approach individual care settings
and ask if they would be interested in finding out more about the Respect to Prevent
Programme. In areas with a high number of nursing homes, residential and day care
settings, the facilitator could organise an information evening in a community venue
and invite management from the various care settings in the area to attend.

2.

objectives:
to familiarise management in care settings about the programme
to look at how older adults’ human rights can be strengthened to prevent abuse
and/or develop or amend an elder abuse policy

outcomes:
by the end of the session, participants will be more familiar with the programme
participants will have an overview of the two workshops and be aware of what is
expected of both the care setting and programme coordinator
participants will sign a commitment form to implement the learning from the
transformative workshops into their policies and practices where appropriate
Time required: 1 hour
Materials:
S.T.Age Information leaflet (available to download from the S.T.Age website)
Presentation (Powerpoint or handout) Tell me about the Respect to Prevent
Programme
Respect to Prevent Programme Commitment form (See Appendix 1 for Template)

STAGE Project
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promote uptake of programme
to gain a commitment to use the learning from the programme
for the coordinator and/or facilitator to learn about the care setting
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2.1 WELCOME, INTRODUCTION, OBJECTIVES
OF THE PROGRAMME

I. The session could begin with introductions and an overview of the S.T.Age programme.
II. Followed by a presentation of the Respect to Prevent Programme using Powerpoint (for larger
audience) or a handout for one-to one meetings.
The presentation will:
a. Outline the objectives of the programme (as above)
b. Describe in detail the Transformative workshops for care staff and older people including the expected
learning outcomes.
c. Define the concepts of human rights and generational intelligence and provide practical examples. It may
be helpful to provide a handout with this information.
I. The presentation will be followed with a discussion around expectations of the care setting
management and of the programme coordinator or facilitator.
II. Where care facility management agrees to participate in the programme, the coordinator/ facilitator
goes through the commitment form. The form is signed by both the coordinator/facilitator and
representative for the care facility and a signed copy is retained by both parties.
III. The session concludes with the coordinator/ facilitator thanking those who attended and
ensuring that contact details are exchanged, a date is set for a visit to the facility and the S.T.Age
information leaflets for care staff and residents are distributed. The staff information leaflet
should outline what their workshop is about and explain what is generational intelligence
and what are human rights. The residents’ leaflet should also outline what their workshop
is about and explain what are human rights, and what they should look like in everyday life.

workshop space
It is imperative that the space made available is self-contained and large enough to accommodated
participants. The facilitator should ask to see the space beforehand.
At the follow up meeting:
Create a training schedule with the management to facilitate care staff shifts and residents’ activities.
Ensure the room being provided is suitable for the workshop
Provide management with posters/ flyers/information leaflets promoting the Respect to Prevent
workshops and request that these be distributed to all of the staff and residents or placed in common
areas.
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Meet informally with staff to tell them about the Respect to Prevent programme for example visit the
facility at breaktimes.
Visit residents and tell them about the workshop and provide them with the S.T.Age information leaflets.
Arrange a return visit to answer questions residents and staff may have to ensure understanding.

NOTE:
Encourage an inclusive approach to the recruitment of participants, both staff and residents, to the programme.
Consideration must be given to the Health and Safety requirements of the organisation

STAGE Project
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3.

OLDER ADULTS’ WORKSHOP
TRANSFORMATIVE (EMPOWERMENT)
Aim of this workshop: to inform and engage participants receiving care and support
to embrace and activate their human rights.
Participants: A minimum of 4 to a maximum of 15 older adults receiving formal care
in a residential or day setting. The number of participants should be guided by the
appropriateness of the space and specific requirements of the group.
Facilitators: 2 people will be required to deliver this workshop. For a large group, an
extra person may be required to assist.

objectives:
To explore attitudes to ageing and experiences of ageism

SESSION TWO

To increase awareness of human rights
To experience and share through action techniques and experiential processes
To empower participants to activate their human rights
To develop skills to safe-guard well-being

12

learning outcomes:
By the end of the session, participants will be more aware of human rights.
Participants will have explored what they need to live a meaningful life
Participants will be better equipped to identify behaviour that is unacceptable
Participants’ engagement with new techniques will enhance personal development,
communication and peer-support
Time required: 2 hours
Setting: An appropriate room for the numbers attending, with particular attention given
to wheelchair and mobility needs. Comfortable seating is important. This workshop
will be experiential, but, not necessarily physical due to mobility restrictions.
Materials:
Wool
Picture of Triangle
Large sheet of paper for Body Map (See Appendix 3)
Feedback form for participants to suggest changes to enhance human rights
(Appendix 5)
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NOTE:
Ensure that residents in a facility have had the opportunity to read the programme information leaflet and ask questions before beginning the training.

Timetable workshop so that it does not conflict with regular recreational activities or catering requirements.

STEP ONE: WARM UP

Objectives:

Get to know each other
Build trust within the group
Communication
By the end of the activity, participants will know each other better, feel safe and ready to engage in
discussions.
Time required: 30minutes
Materials:
Ball of Wool
I. EXERCISE: YOUR PROUDEST MOMENT
This game provides a novel way to begin group activities and provides an opportunity for people to make
connections, by sharing a personal story and in this way get to know each other and build trust.

Directions for ‘Your Proudest Moment’
The group is gathered in a circle. The Facilitator introduces the idea of telling “Your Proudest Moment”
by sharing their own. Instead of proudest moment, the Facilitator could refer to ‘special moment’. The
emphasis here is on sharing a personal story.
Using a ball of wool, a participant hands or throws the ball of wool to another participant, keeping hold
of some wool, the recipient shares their proudest moment. The sharing of the ball of wool continues until
everyone has had an opportunity to share their proudest moment.

STEP TWO: TO LIVE LIFE, WE NEED

objectives:

to explore physiological and emotional needs
to relate needs to human rights
to reflect on human rights in the context of ageing

STAGE Project
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The Facilitator needs to have a good understanding of human rights in the context of ageing and care and
be able to link basic needs to rights. Some points to stress in the workshop are:
All people have the same rights, regardless of age. People have the right to
be treated with dignity, respect and humanity
exercise personal self-determination include make their own decisions
freedom of movement,
live in a safe environment
privacy
adequate food, clothing and shelter,
participate fully in the social and cultural life of the community
to exercise freedom of thought and religion
freedom from discrimination of all kinds
See examples Yukon Health and Social Service Human Rights Abuse of Older People Information Leaflet
http://www.hss.gov.yk.ca/pdf/abuse_humanrights.pdf
South Australian Charter of the Rights and Freedoms of Older People
http://www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/2e5d0e004459d5af88d9aa76d172935c/
Strategy+to+Safeguard+the+Rights+of+Older+South+Australians+WEB+FINAL.
pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CACHEID=2e5d0e004459d5af88d9aa76d172935c
At the end of this activity, participants will have identified basic and emotional human needs; related needs
to human rights and discussed the impact age can have on rights.
Time Required: 30 minutes
Materials:
The Triangle (Appendix 2)
Body Map (Appendix 3)
J. EXERCISE: TO SURVIVE AND LIVE LIFE, I NEED?
This exercise provides participants with an opportunity to think about their needs, physiological and
emotional, identify and voice the different needs that must be met to live a good life.

Directions for the this exercise
Prior to start of the workshop, the facilitator places the Triangle on the wall or door. For this exercise, the
facilitator lies on a large sheet of paper on the ground and asks the co-facilitator or a participant to draw an
outline of their body (a pre drawn body map may be used if preferred).
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i. The participants are asked to identify basic human needs (Physiological needs).

Suggested question:
Can you tell me what do we need to stay alive? (See Appendix 3 for list of basic needs)
All of the responses are recorded on the body map. The facilitators will need to listen carefully and they
may be required to interrupt or delve more deeply. It is important that all of the participants, regardless of
any cognitive issues, are supported to contribute in some way.
ii. The facilitator now turns attention to identifying emotional needs.

Suggested questions:
If these (basic) needs and rights are met, what are the emotional needs and rights that can flourish as a
consequence?
Are there other needs that must be met, to live a good live?
The participants’ responses are recorded on the body map.
iii. The participants are then asked to link needs to human rights
The facilitator develops the discussion in relation to human rights as the right to have our needs met. During
the discussion, the facilitator with the help of participants copies the needs recorded on the body map to the
triangle, placing basic needs in the yellow section, emotional needs in the green section. The link between
the meeting of needs as a human right is reinfornced throughout the activity.

Suggested questions:
Do you consider the meeting of a basic need to be a Human Right?
Use questions that reflect the needs identifiedon body map such as:
Do we have the right to shelter?
Do we have the right to food and water? Do we have the right to air?
Observation: ‘My basic human needs are my basic human rights’.
Do we have the right to privacy?
Do we have the right to live in a safe place?
Do we have the right to choice?
Do we have a right to make our own decisions?
Do we have the right to voice our opinion and be listened to?

STEP THREE: ACTIVATE MY RIGHTS

objectives:

Identify unacceptable attitudes and behaviours
STAGE Project
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look at how to change attitudes and behaviour
find new ways of asserting rights
enhance peer-support
Time required: 40 minutes (for Exercise k and l)
Materials:
Two chairs
K. EXERCISE: ACTIVATE MY RIGHTS- SOCIO-DRAMA

The Facilitator introduces a role play for the socio-drama exercise
SCENARIO
The facilitator introduces a role play for the socio-drama exercise. For clarity, the Human Rights that are to
be investigated in the role play scenario are highlighted on the Triangle - in this scenario CHOICE, VOICE,
AUTONOMY, PRIVACY.

RULES OF THE DRAMA
The following roleplay that we will be exploring is fictitious and does not reflect the reality of your day
to day life within the organisation/residential setting. It is an extremity to reality, allowing us to enact a
specific social situation in which we look at identifying Human Rights violations in a fictitious way
The Facilitators will enact the scene
Ask participants to think about the rights identified in the Triangle, and if these rights are respected in the
scene. Revisit triangle if necessary to remind.
We will be specifically looking at Choice, Voice, Autonomy and Privacy
Identify the underlining ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOURS
Do not look for a resolution. Through the socio-drama we will IDENTIFY the Human Rights violated,
then attempt to ACTIVATE them, and in doing so ENHANCE the Human Rights of the Older Adult

THE SCENE
In a nursing home, every Friday afternoon was reserved for different types of activities organised by a
student volunteer group. Participation in the activities was obligatory for all residents. One resident refused
to participate. The manager/staff member was embarrassed when the resident refused to join the activities.
A refusal to participate was viewed as disrespectful and the staff member followed up with the resident in
their room afterwards.

The Facilitators enact the role-play following the script below (Appendix 4 also)
DIRECTIONS AND SCRIPT FOR FACILITATORS
16
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Facilitator A - Resident
Facilitator B – Manager/staff member
2 chairs
Directions:
Manager/ staff member enters the room, Resident is taken unaware.
Manager/staff member - Hi ….. (resident’s name) , I need to talk to you
Resident - Hi …… (Manager/ staff member’s name)
Resident sits down
Manager/staff member doesn’t
Manager/staff member – I’m not happy with your behaviour today
Resident-What?
Manager/staff member - Your refusal to take part in the activities today that the young volunteers were so
good to organise for ye all was very embarrassing. I was mortified. Everybody else enjoyed themselves so
much.
Resident – Silence
Manager/staff member - Now we know it’s not the first time you have done this and you’ve left everybody
down. Don’t let it happen again. We might have to rethink that day trip next week that was planned because
this is just not good enough. You should be counting your blessings

The participants watch the socio--drama. Having watched the socio--drama, the participants discuss what they saw.
Questions to reflect on scenario could include:
What did you think of the scene?
What did you think of the attitude of the resident?
What did you think of the attitude of the manager/care staff towards the resident?
What rights are denied?
L. EXERCISE: CHANGE THE ATTITUDE, ACTIVATE RIGHTS FORUM THEATRE
The facilitator then asks the participants to change the script of the scenario by making suggestions and
comments. The group should focus on changing the attitudes and the behaviours of one character at a time,
firstly the antagonist (Manager/ staff member) and secondly the protagonist (resident). The attitudes and
behaviour to change relate to strengthening the resident’s rights. The participants are asked to shout stop,
naming the attitude they want changed. The facilitators re-enact the scene as directed from the perspective
of the resident and then the Manager/ staff member.
The focus is on:

STAGE Project
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Changing the attitude and behaviour of both antagonist and protagonist
Identifying where human rights are violated.
Exploring what prevents us from activating our Human Rights
Throughout this activity, the facilitator reflects and refers to the triangle on the needs identified and the
corresponding human rights.

NOTE:
This exercise is not about finding a solution but about focusing on the attitudes and behaviour that
need to change to enhance the resident’s human rights.

STEP FOUR: COMPLETING THE TRIANGLE – MOVING FORWARD

Objective:

Provide an opportunity to assimilate and reflect on one’s own individual basic and emotional needs
Complete the top section of the triangle by looking at what we need to reach our full potential (Selfactualization)
Time required: 20 minutes
Materials:
basket
paper
pens
M. EXERCISE: THE BASKET OF EMPOWERMENT
Each human right identified by the participants in previous activities, is copied by a facilitator on to separate
sheet of paper. Residents are each given one of these sheets of paper. Each resident calls out what is written on
their page and passes it on. The first person crumbles their page into a ball and each subsequent person adds
their page to form a large ball of paper. This process represents how each right adds to potentially creating a
more fulfilled life. A basket is placed within arms throw of the last person holding a page. This person calls
out the human right written on their page, adds it to the ball and throws the ball of paper into the basket (the
facilitator can link hands and make a hoop to represent basket). The basket represents empowerment - that we
can aim for, or help others to aim for attaining and maintaining one’s Dignity’.

NOTE:
Speak to each resident after workshop and record feedback on changes that would enhance their
human rights. Provide residents with a copy of the completed triangle or other small memento of the
workshop.
The facilitator should debrief and be prepared to address residents’ feelings of sadness and loss that
may arise.
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CARER’SWORKSHOP
TRANSFORMATIVE (EMPATHY)
Aim of this workshop: To provide learning opportunities in the field of human
rights and generational intelligence to preventabuse.

4.

WHAT ARE HUMAN RIGHTS?
Rights are things every person should have or be able to do. All people have the same
rights, regardless of age. People have the right to:
be treated with dignity, respect and humanity
exercise personal self-determination include make their own decisions
live in a safe environment
privacy
adequate food, clothing and shelter,
participate fully in the social and cultural life of the community
to exercise freedom of thought and religion
freedom from discrimination of all kinds
See example Yukon Health and Social Service Human Rights Abuse of Older People
Information Leaflet http://www.hss.gov.yk.ca/pdf/abuse_humanrights.pdf

WHAT IS GENERATIONAL INTELLIGENCE?
Generational intelligence relates to the ability to reflect and act in a way that draws
on your own understandings of life but also the understandings of those from another
generation.
To become generational aware or intelligent, one must become aware of one’s personal
generational identity, building empathy towards persons from other generations by
understanding their values and needs, and also acting in a way that takes into account
generational differences. Biggs, S. & Lowenstein, A., (2011) GenerationalIntelligence
– A Critical Approach to Age Relations.
New York: Routledge
Participants: A minimum of two and a maximum of 16 health and social care
professionals providing care and support to older people in residential and day care
settings.

SESSION THREE

freedom of movement,

Facilitators: 1 or 2 people will be required to deliver this workshop
Setting: Ensure that the space provided for the workshop is appropriate size wise
and with minimum distractions. This is an experiential workshop that will require
STAGE Project
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the participants to move about the space freely, ideally, with no tables and an adequate amount of chairs
(movable) to the number of participants. The facilitator needs to stress these point as the quality of the
workshops is impacted where spaces are not adequate and there are a lot of distractions.

objectives:
To explore attitudes to ageing and increase awareness of ageism
To increase generational intelligence
To experience and share through action techniques and experiential processes
To develop a shared understanding of concepts including need and rights
To create a safe environment where there is mutual respect
To develop skills for self-care

learning Outcomes
By the end of the session, participants will have awareness of their attitudes to ageing and a better
understanding of ageism
Participants will have increased capacity to put themselves in the shoes of an older person, and see the
world through their eyes
Participants will have developed a common and shared language around Human Rights and be better
equipped to support older people to activate their human rights
Participants engagement with new techniques will enhance personal development, communication and
self-care
Time required: 2 to 2.5 hours
Materials:
Juggling balls
Picture of Triangle
Blue Tack
Sheets of paper
Coloured pencils (see Appendix 4 for full details)
Feedback form for participants to suggest changes that will enhance residents’ human rights (appendix 5)
Preparation: Before starting the workshop place the picture of the Triangle on the wall.

NOTE:
It is important that the care staff read all of the information outlined in the Respect to Prevent leaflet before participating
in the workshop
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3.1 INSTRUCTIONS FOR CARER’S

TRANSFORMATIVE (EMPATHY) WORKSHOP

INTRODUCTION: The facilitator welcomes the group and explains what the workshop is about.

Suggested introduction: this workshop is about exploring generational intelligence, what it is like to be
older, and the realization of human rights. We will examine how we can enable the enjoyment of all human
rights by older people in the context of a care setting. For example can older people live private lives where
their home is a workplace for others - imagine your sitting room as one in an IKEA store. We will be using
different exercises and role plays but nobody will be asked to do anything they do not wish to do. You will
be encouraged to have fun. All games and techniques used today will enhance and develop the aims of the
workshop. We are not here to tell you how to do your job. You are the experts in that field. We are here to
explore and offer new perspectives on familiar situations in a fun and interactive way.

STEP 1: WARM UP

Three Warm - Up exercises are described. It may not be possible to undertake all of the exercises in the
time allocated, particularly with a large group. The facilitator can shorten the exercises or just use exercise
a or b and c.

objectives:
Team Building
Communication
Commonalities and Differences
Create a safe space and engender trust
By the end of the activity, participants will feel comfortable in the group, know a little about their fellow
participants and through experiential learning know what it is like to be powerless and excluded.
Time allocated: 30 minutes
Materials:
Bean bag balls or medium-sized ball
Chairs
A. CATCH MY NAME
This game provides a novel way to start group activities and for people to begin to get to know each other.
Directions for Catch My Name:
The group stands in a circle and begins by throwing a beanbag or bouncing a medium‐sized ball, such as a
STAGE Project
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children’s football, across the circle from one person to another. Make sure people are ready to throw and
ready to catch. Eye contact is important.
Each person introduces themselves as they throw or bounce the ball across the circle, e.g. “Hi, I’m David”.
Once everybody has had a turn, the game continues but this time the person throwing or bouncing the ball
says their name and the name of the person, they are throwing to e.g. “Jessica to Kelvin”. The group should
ensure that everybody receives the ball. More balls are added so that it develops into a group juggle.
Point for discussion - To catch all of the balls been thrown the person must focus on the triangle of the person
throwing and the person receiving the ball. In our work, we have to juggle meeting different demands, and
sometimes we can drop the ball, but with support it is less likely.

NOTE:
Don’t make name games into an actual test. People are less likely to learn names if they feel pressurised. Keep it light and enjoyable.
B. ‘PIGGY IN THE MIDDLE’
This game allows the participants the opportunity to experience, in a fun, interactive and indirect way the
effects of isolation and loss of power felt by those who are dependent on others.
Directions for ‘Piggy in the Middle’
Place two of the participants about 10 meters apart and the third participant in the middle – they are the
“piggy in the middle”.
The two players on the outside throw the ball to each other while the one in the middle tries to catch it. If
the ball is dropped, any of the three players can recover it. If the person in the middle catches or recovers
the ball, the person who was the last to throw is now the “piggy in the middle”.
Having completed the game ask participants, what does it feel like being the person in the middle, the
person throwing the ball, exploring exclusion and loss of power and autonomy.
C. ANYONE WHO?
The aim of this game is to find communalities and differences in the group. This game is used to encourage
the carers to observe themselves as a particular generation, at particular stage in their life.
Directions for ‘Anyone Who’
The group are seated in a large circle. One of the participants stands in the middle. They are the only person
without a chair. To get a chair they shout “Anyone who” and then they finish with a statement, for example,
“anyone who who gets the bus to work?”. At this point those who gets the bus to work must move to another
chair. The person in the middle also runs for a chair. The person left standing shouts the next “anyone who”
and the game continues.
The aim of this activity is explore: what priorities do different generations have? What links us the group
as a generation? If participants have difficulty thinking of questions and time is limited, the facilitator can
22
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have a list of questions and let participants choose from the list.

Useful Questions: anyone who is employed? Anyone who drives a car? Anyone who has a mortgage?
Anyone who pays rent? Anyone going on holiday this year? Anyone who socialises at the weekend? Anyone who wears a uniform? Anyone who plays sports?
REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION.
Are our priorities different now in comparison to when we were children or adolescents? Are shifts in
priorities natural as we progress in life? What differentiates us from other generations? What are these
differences?
RECOGNISING AND VALUING GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES.
Do you think that the needs and priorities of older adults are the same as ours? If not, why?
Can you see why priorities change?
Some points for discussion: your workplace, residents’ home; looking back, being in the present,
looking forward.
How can we project ourselves forward to understand what it’s like to experience these shifts in priorities
for Older Adults?
By nurturing and enhancing empathy and by walking “in their Shoes’.
VARIATION ON THIS GAME.
A simpler and less exposing variation of this game can be to ask the participants to put up their hands,
instead of moving chairs.

NOTE:
The facilitator must lead this game to insure that generational commonalities can be highlighted so
as to introduce the theory of Generational Intelligence.

STEP 2: INCREASING GENERATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Objectives:
To explore fundamental human needs
To ‘Walk in My Shoes’
• To think about and activate human rights in everyday life
Build empathic responses

At the end of this activity, participants will have identified the basic and emotional needs of human beings
and experienced walking in an older person’s shoes.
Time allocated: 30 minutes
Materials:
Picture of Triangle (see details Appendix 2)
Large sheets of paper
Pens/pencils
STAGE Project
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D. EXERCISE: THE TRIANGLE OF NEEDS
This exercise focuses on identifying the needs of human beings, their basic or tangible needs but also
intangible needs. The exercise also helps create a common language around human rights.

Directions for the Triangle of Need
The facilitators ask the participants to break into groups of four or five depending on number of participants.
Each group is asked to identify and list on their sheet of paper basic human needs.

Suggested question:
What do we need to survive? (See Appendix 2 for list of basic needs)
Once facilitator observes that participants have recorded basic needs, the facilitator then asks each group to
think about other needs that must be addressed to live a good life

Suggested question:
You have identified what we need to survive, but do we have other needs that must be met to live a full life?
(See Appendix 2 for a list of examples)
The groups take 12 minutes to discuss and write down the different needs. One person from each group
provides feedback on their groups’ discussion to the facilitator. The facilitator records on the triangle the
different needs identified, discussing as participants feedback, whether the need is basic (tangible and sits
within the yellow base section ) or emotional (intangible sits within the green middle section). The facilitator
then links needs to rights by asking

Suggested questions:
If the needs identified are not met here what human rights are denied to the older person?
Completion of red section of triangle
The Facilitator then asks: If these needs are met and rights are met, what will the older person achieve?
The facilitator guides the group to identify what goes in the red section of the triangle.

NOTE:
On completion of this activity, the facilitator should have established basic and emotional needs and
linked needs to human rights.
E. EXERCISE: THE GUIDED WALK
The following paired exercise emphasises and highlights the emotional and physical response to loss of
independence and having to trust others. This exercise takes the participants to place they do not expect
to go. The development of trust is important as this encourages team building, empathy and camaraderie
between care staff but also with the older residents. The exercise should focus on experience of loss of
autonomy and not on loss of sight.
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Directions for the Guided Walk
The group is divided into pairs. One person closes their eyes while the other guides them around the room.
The person being guided rests their hand on top of their partner’s hand and is steered by them. For the
Elbow Walk, partners change places and the partner leading takes their partner’s elbow and steers them out
of harms way, but letting go when it is safe. There is no verbal communication, messages are conveyed by
touch. The onus is on the sighted partner to protect the unsighted one. They must avoid other pairs and also
the furniture and restrictions of the room.
Take My Hand Care for me’ - Exploring the feelings associated with dependency
Elbow Walk- Let me do it for myself’ - encouraging autonomy.
Emphasis to participants that this is not a real case scenario of assisting residents, but an experiment in the
emotional and physical responses to being cared for.
This exercise is followed with a ‘Reflect and Relate’ opportunity

Suggested questions:
How did that feel for you? (As the person guiding, as the person being guided)
In your role as a carer, you may often assist an older person in this way, how do you think they feel?
In reflecting, the facilitator explores loss of independence, what it is like. Different priorities: keep person
safe vs maintain autonomy by doing it for oneself. Having power over vs empowering - allowing the
resident do things for themselves even if it takes longer.
What could change the experience for the older person?
Facilitator encourages participants to consider different ways of empowering residents to maintain autonomy,
for example not insisting a resident be pushed in a wheelchair to the dining room as it is quicker and they
are slow at walking.

Recap: What we have explored so far?
The facilitator identifies the various themes - isolation and powerlessness, my workplace vs your home,
Generational Intelligence - commonalities and priorities, basic needs and human rights, dependency and
the capacity to realise basic rights fully and effectively. Let us put this learning into action.

STEP 3: NEEDS AND RIGHTS - BEING AWARE OF OLDER PEOPLE’S
HUMAN RIGHTS
Objectives:
To experience socio-drama
To walk in the older person’s shoes
STAGE Project
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To think about and activate human rights in everyday life
To encourage group discussion and reflection
At the end of this activity, participants will have experienced ‘walking in the older person’s shoes’ as they
attempt to activate their human rights.
Time allocated: 45 minutes (for Exercise e and f)
E. EXERCISE: MY CHOICE- MY RIGHT SOCIO- DRAMA
The facilitator introduces a role play for the socio-drama exercise. The socio-drama chosen should reflect
obvious violations of human rights and low Generational Intelligence (GI)
RULES OF THE DRAMA
The following roleplay that we will be exploring is fictitious and does not reflect the reality of your day
to day life within the organisation/residential setting. It is an extremity to reality and low Generational
Intelligence, allowing us to enact a specific social situation in which we look at identifying Human Rights
violations in a fictitious way
You will roleplay in pairs – Reflect back on the experience
Then swap roles – Reflecting back
This is not about finding a solution but experiencing how it feels.
Suggested questions:
How did it feels as the resident? as the care staff?
THE SCENE
In a nursing home, every Friday afternoon was reserved for different types of activities organised by a
student volunteer group. Participation in the activities was obligatory for all residents. One resident refused
to participate. The manager/staff member was embarrassed when the resident refused to join the activities.
A refusal to participate was viewed as disrespectful and the staff member followed up with the resident in
their room afterwards.
F. EXERCISE: CHANGE THE ATTITUDE, CHANGE THE BEHAVIOUR FORUM THEATRE
In this Forum Theatre exercise, the scenario above is acted out by the two facilitators using this script
(Appendix 4 script for facilitators)

Directions and script for facilitators
Facilitator A - Resident
Facilitator B – Manager/staff member
2 chairs
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Directions:
Manager/ staff member enters the room, Resident is taken unaware.
Manager/staff member - Hi ….. (resident’s name), I need to talk to you
Resident- Hi …… (Manager/ staff member’s name)
Resident sits down
Manager/staff member doesn’t
Manager/staff member – I’m not happy with your behaviour today
Resident-What?
Manager/staff member - Your refusal to take part in the activities today that the young volunteers were so
good to organise for ye all was very embarrassing. I was mortified. Everybody else enjoyed themselves so
much.
Resident – Silence
Manager/staff member - Now we know it’s not the first time you have done this and you’ve left everybody
down. Don’t let it happen again. We might have to rethink that day trip next week that was planned because
this is just not good enough. You should be counting your blessings

Directions for Change the Attitude, Change the Behaviour Forum Theatre Exercise
Do not look for a resolution. The focus should be on identifying the Human Rights violated and attempting to
activate them. In so doing enhancing the Human Rights of the Older Adult while increasing the Generational
Intelligence of the manager
The workshop participants view the scenario. Having viewed, the participants are asked
to rate the manager’s G.I. on a scale of 1-10(Pre redirection by the group)
what if any of the resident’s human rights have been breached.
Here the participants can make suggestions and comments on the scene. The focus should be on changing the
attitudes of both the antagonist (Manager/ staff member) raising his/her level of generational intelligence and
empowering the protagonist (the older person) to protect his/her rights.
Start by asking the participants to discuss the attitudes and behaviour they have witnessed.
Ask the participants to identify the behaviour and underlying attitudes
On the second occasion, the participants stop the actors when they wish to change an attitude or to
activate human rights by shouting stop.
The participants direct the change at either the antagonist or protagonist. The scene is re-enacted
incorporating the changes
Ask the participants about the outcome of these changes for the resident – guide discussion to reflect on
human rights and the activation of rights.
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NOTE:
In thisactivity the facilitator brings focus back to residents’ right to choice, voice, privacy and autonomy. The facilitator asks participants to think about how these rights can be realised for people living
in residential care.

STEP FOUR: MOVING FORWARD.

objectives:

Empower residents/older persons moving forward
Provide an opportunity to assimilate and reflect on one’s own individual basic and emotional needs
The facilitator asks participants to reflect on the socio-drama and to think about any changes, big or small, that
could enhance residents’ human rights in their place of work.
Having completed thea ctivity, participants will have looked at how they can empower residents to claim their
rights and ensure they get them.
Participants will also have reflect on their own basic and emotional needs and acknowledged that to care they
need to care for themselves. .
Time allocated: 15 minutes
Materials:
Sheets of A4 paper
Pens
Basket
G. EXERCISE - THE BASKET OF EMPOWERMENT
Participants are asked to create a triangle with chairs (equivalent to the number in the group). The facilitator
marks out the shape of the triangle (including defining the yellow, green and red sections) around the
participants as they sit. Individuals are then given a piece of paper with human needs/rights relevant to their
section (Yellow - Basic, Green - Emotional, Red - Self-determination/dignity, see Appendix 2 for list).

Participants
In the back row, a participant holding names of basic human need/right, is asked to throw his/her piece of
paper into the basket situated at the apex of the triangle. The participant is unlikely to succeed. The exercise
demonstrates that human rights/needs cannot be treated in isolation, but are complimentary to each other. As
a final demonstration the group is asked to pass and combine their tangible and intangible needs and give to
the person at the top of the Triangle (representing an older adult). The person at the top of the apex then aims
for the basket of empowerment. The potential to reach the basket has been greatly enhanced by the combined
meeting of basic and emotional needs empowering the individual to aim for self-fulfilment and dignity.
Reflect and act to activate human rights:
What can we change in practice?
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Are there any changes and ways of moving forward to enhance the Human Rights of the residents in your
workplace?

NOTE:
This exercise physically demonstrates the purpose of the entire workshop.

H.

EXERCISE: SELF-CARE

Each participant is encouraged to reflect on their own basic and emotional needs. Identifying an area (both
physical and emotional) that they will endeavour to improve or do more of, in order to nurture and empower
their own self-care.
A. What I am going to do for myself physically? Participant writes an intention for physical self-care,
e.g. ‘I will take more physical exercise.’ ‘More regular medical checkups.’ etc
B. What I am going to do for myself emotionally? Participant writes an intention for emotional wellbeing
and self-care, e.g. ‘I will ask for/offer more support from/to my peers.’
The participants fold up the paper and keep it to remind them of the importance for self-care

CONCLUDING OBSERVATION:

When basic HumanNeeds and Rights are met we have the foundations on which to build a healthy emotion life.
From that secure base, we are empowered to make choices that will have a positive impact on our wellbeing.
Final recap and opportunity to complete feedback form and include any changes that could be made within the
facility to enhance residents’ rights.
Provide certificate of participation.
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5.

‘LET’S ACT – PUTTING LEARNING INTO
PRACTICE’
Participants: Nursing Home, Residential and Day Care Management.
Facilitators: The coordinating organisation and/or the facilitators meets with the
nursing home management and share the learning from the ‘Respect to Prevent’
Programme. Depending on the commitment made prior to the programme been
delivered, the coordinator and/or facilitator in collaboration with the management
will review the learning within the context of elder abuse prevention and the facility’s
elder abuse policy, other policies and practices.

SESSION FOUR

objectives:
to bring the learning from the two workshops to the management
to review learning in the context of strengthening older adults’ human rights and
preventing elder abuse
to input into the facilities current policies and practices and/or support the
development of an elder abuse policy
to ascertain if management’s expectations have been met

Outcomes:
the learning will be shared with the management
the learning will be used to initiate change e.g. input into policy (elder abuse)
and/or practices
Time required: 1 hour

Summary of Steps:
Prior to the session, the facilitators, using the notes from the two workshops, will
write up the learning.
The coordinator and/or facilitator will meet with the management (care staff and
residents’ representatives are welcome also) and review the signed commitment
form
The coordinator and/or facilitator will present the learning from the two
transformative workshops (format could include Powerpoint or handout)
Discuss the next steps – the actions to be taken.

Other suggestions:
Having completed the Respect to Prevent Educational Programme, the organization
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coordinating the programme could arrange with the facility a follow up informal meeting e.g. a coffee morning
with all participants. At this event, feedback can be gathered on what has changed since completing the
programme. The possibility of making the training an annual event for new staff and residents could be raised.

STAGE Project
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GLOSSARY1
Ageism - The stereotyping and discrimination against people because of their age
Antagonist – The person or force that opposes the protagonist in a drama narrative.
Attitude – A feeling or opinion about something or someone, influencing how we engage
Behaviour – the way in which one acts or conducts oneself towards others.
Facilitation – A way of working with people, empowering people to discuss, decide and carry out a task or
perform an action.
Facilitator – One that helps to bring about an outcome by providing indirect or unobtrusive assistance.
Allowing others to assume responsibility and take the lead.
Elder abuse - Can be a single or repeated act, or lack of action that causes harm or distress to an older person
or violates their human and civil rights, in relationships where there is an expectation of trust. There are
several forms of abuse: physical, sexual, psychological, financial, discriminatory, institutional and neglect
and acts of omission.
Experiential – Learning through reflection on doing. Action based teaching method
Forum Theatre – A type of theatre created by Augusto Boal as part of his ‘Theatre of the Oppressed’, created
as a forum for teaching people how to change their world
Generational Intelligence - The capacity to put oneself in the shoes of a person of a different age-group; that
helps us to see the world through their eyes
Process – The way in which a group moves towards its goal.
Protagonist – The main character who strives to make changes and difficult choices and finds opposition to
these decisions from an Antagonist.
Role – the function assumed or part played by a person in a particular situation.
Socio-drama – A method by which a group of individuals select and enact a specific social situation common
to their experience. This provides an action forum for resolving conflicts
S.T.Age - Socio--drama Tackling Ageism
Warm-ups – Short activities and games to raise cognitive, physical and emotional levels in a group.

1

Sources
www.norton.com The Norton Anthology of Drama
www.esldrama.weebly.com
STAGE Project
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APPENDIX 1

RESPECT TO PREVENT PROGRAMME
COMMITMENT FORM
I/We............................................................................................, are committed to working in partnership
with ………………………………to deliver the Respect to Prevent programme to our staff and residents/
clients and to strive to implement the learning from the programme.
We will
1.

Engage with the Respect to Prevent Programme coordinator/facilitator

2.
Display information and promotional material about the Respect to Prevent
programme where practical.
3.
Support staff to participate in the Respect to Prevent Transformative (Empathy)
workshop
4.
Support residents/clients to participate in the Respect to Prevent Transformative
(Empowerment) workshop
5.
Review policies, including any elder abuse policy in place, and practices
within your organisation in the light of the learning from the two workshops


6.

Work towards implementing any changes to enhance respect for all.

NAME …………………………......................
Organisation):................................................................................................................
Email:...................................................................................................................
Tel:......................................................Mob:.........................................................
The Coordinating organisation will
1. Provide the organisation participating in the Respect to Prevent programme with a detailed account
of the programme and promotional material.
2. Abide by the organisation’s health and safety rules in delivering the programme
3. Support the participating organisation in drawing up/amending the elder abuse policy.
_________________
______________________
Organisation 					

Respect to Prevent Programme

							

Coordinator/Facilitator

STAGE Project
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APPENDIX 2

TRIANGLE

Examples of Basic Needs:
Food, Water, Oxygen, Shelter, Rest
Examples of Emotional Needs:
Need for affection, feelings of belongingness, and meaningful relations with others. Need to be well thought
of by oneself and others.
Example of Self- Fulfilment Needs:
Self-Actualisation- achieving one’s full potential
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APPENDIX 3

LIST OF MATERIALS FOR SESSION TWO: THE
ADULTS WORKSHOP
Green, Yellow Red Marker (coloured markers)
Waste paper basket
Flip Chart- Paper- for body map and group work
Pens
Ball of strong quality wool
A4 Sheets of Paper
Scissor

THE SCENARIO:
In a nursing home, every Friday afternoon was reserved for different types of activities organised by a
student volunteer group. Participation in the activities was obligatory for all residents. One resident refused
to participate. The manager/staff member was embarrassed when the resident refused to join the activities. A
refusal to participate was viewed as disrespectful and the staff member followed up with the resident in their
room afterwards

DIRECTIONS AND SCRIPT FOR FACILITATORS

Facilitator A - Resident
Facilitator B – Manager/staff member
2 chairs

Directions:
Manager/ staff member enters the room, Resident is taken unaware.
Manager/staff member - Hi ….. (resident’s name) , I need to talk to you
Resident- Hi …… (Manager/ staff member’s name)
Resident sits down
Manager/staff member doesn’t
Manager/staff member – I’m not happy with your behaviour today
Resident-What?
Manager/staff member - Your refusal to take part in the activities today that the young volunteers were so
good to organise for ye all was very embarrassing. I was mortified. Everybody else enjoyed themselves so
much.
Resident – SilenceManager/staff member - Now we know it’s not the first time you have done this and you’ve
left everybody down. Don’t let it happen again. We might have to rethink that day trip next week that was
planned because this is just not good enough. You should be counting your blessings

STAGE Project
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APPENDIX 4

LIST OF MATERIALS FOR SESSION THREE: THE
CARER’S WORKSHOP
Green, Yellow Red Marker (coloured markers)
Waste paper basket
Flip Chart
Flip Chart Pages for distribution
Pens
Juggling Balls
A4 Sheets of Paper
Masking Tape (Green, Yellow, Red )
Scissor

THE SCENARIO:
In a nursing home, every Friday afternoon was reserved for different types of activities organised by a
student volunteer group. Participation in the activities was obligatory for all residents. One resident refused
to participate. The manager/staff member was embarrassed when the resident refused to join the activities.
A refusal to participate was viewed as disrespectful and the staff member followed up with the resident in
their room afterwards.

DIRECTIONS AND SCRIPT FOR FACILITATORS
Facilitator A - Resident
Facilitator B – Manager/staff member
2 chairs
Directions:
Manager/ staff member enters the room, Resident is taken unaware.
Manager/staff member - Hi ….. (resident’s name) , I need to talk to you
Resident- Hi …… (Manager/ staff member’s name)
Resident sits down
Manager/staff member doesn’t
Manager/staff member – I’m not happy with your behaviour today
Resident-What?
Manager/staff member - Your refusal to take part in the activities today that the young volunteers were so
good to organise for ye all was very embarrassing. I was mortified. Everybody else enjoyed themselves so
much.
Resident – Silence
Manager/staff member - Now we know it’s not the first time you have done this and you’ve left
everybody down. Don’t let it happen again. We might have to rethink that day trip next week that was
planned because this is just not good enough. You should be counting your blessings
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APPENDIX 5

1. RESPECT TO PREVENT WORKSHOP STAFF –
TEMPLATE FEEDBACK FORM
Please state to which extend you agree with the following statements –
1 = not at all; 5 = completely
1

Completely
disagree

1.

I can identify
Human Rights issues in my work

2.

I can put myself
in the shoes of an
older person

3.

I am more able to
help older people
to express their
opinions and will

4.

I am now able to
help older people
change things in
ways they want

5.

The workshop
helped me to be
more conscious of
human rights of
older people

2
Disagree

3

Partially
agree

4
Agree

5

Completely
agree

6.

Is there anything you would change in your workplace to support and enhance residents’ human rights

7.

Any other comments?
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2. RESPECT TO PREVENT WORKSHOP TEMPLATE
FEEDBACK FORM - OLDER PERSONS
Statement

Neither agree or
disagree

Disagree

Agree

1. Raising awareness of human rights
amongst older people is important
2. I gained more understanding of the human rights of older persons
3. I feel I can talk to someone should I
feel I am being denied my human
rights
4. I feel I can give feedback and proposals
for change in my nursing home
5. I know how I can make positive impact
to improve my wellbeing in the nursing home
6. I can better recognize incorrect behavior in my care environment
7. Respectful behavior is important in my
care environment
8. What are the most important things you learnt from the workshop?

9. Is there anything you would like to change about where you live that could enhance your well being/human rights?

10. Any other comments
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